Retroviral recombination results from strand switching, during reverse transcription, between the two copies of genomic RNA present in the virus. We analysed recombination in part of the envelope gene, between HIV-1 subtype A and D strains. After a single infection cycle, breakpoints clustered in regions corresponding to the constant portions of Env. With some exceptions, a similar distribution was observed after multiple infection cycles, and among recombinant sequences in the HIV Sequence Database. We compared the experimental data with computer simulations made using a program that only allows recombination to occur whenever an identical base is present in the aligned parental RNAs. Experimental recombination was more frequent than expected on the basis of simulated recombination when, in a region spanning 40 nt from the 5 0 border of a breakpoint, no more than two discordant bases between the parental RNAs were present. When these requirements were not fulfilled, breakpoints were distributed randomly along the RNA, closer to the distribution predicted by computer simulation. A significant preference for recombination was also observed for regions containing homopolymeric stretches. These results define, for the first time, local sequence determinants for recombination between divergent HIV-1 isolates.
INTRODUCTION
The extensive sequence variability observed in the global HIV-1 epidemic originates from the rapid viral turnover (10 10 -10 12 viral particles per day) in an HIV-infected individual (1) (2) (3) , combined with the high mutation rate during HIV-1 reverse transcription (10 À4 per nucleotide) (4) . Additionally, many studies have shown that recombination within HIV-1 intrapatient populations is pervasive and results in new viral variants, promoting the rapid selection of forms resistant to HIV-specific drug and immune pressure (5) (6) (7) (8) .
HIV-1 group M strains account for over 95% of infections worldwide, and can now be sub-divided into nine different subtypes or clades (A-D, F-H, J, K), which share 70-80% nt sequence identity in the envelope gene (env) (Los Alamos HIV Sequence Database, http://hiv-web.lanl.gov). Coinfection or superinfection with divergent strains can result in recombination between highly divergent viral genomes, e.g. generating intersubtype or intergroup recombinants (9, 10) . Some of these recombinant forms have major relevance in the pandemic, as indicated by the description, to date, of 34 circulating recombinant forms (CRFs) in the HIV Sequence Database. Partial and full genome sequencing of HIV-1 isolates from around the world indicates that, overall, at least 20% are chimeras of different HIV-1 subtypes (11) (12) (13) . For instance, in East Africa, where the isolates that make the object of the present study were collected, intersubtype A/D, A/C, and D/C recombinant forms have rapidly emerged in the past 10 years due to the co-circulation of subtypes A, C and D (14) .
Nearly all information on intersubtype HIV-1 recombinants is derived from sequences of isolates of established infections, which provides limited understanding on the forces involved in their genesis and replication success. Over the past decade, many studies have been directed at understanding the mechanisms of HIV-1 recombination either using cell-free reconstituted in vitro systems or using defective retroviral vectors in tissue culture based systems [see Refs (15) and (16) for reviews]. Recombinant DNA molecules have been proposed to arise during synthesis of either minus (À) (17) (18) (19) (20) or plus (+) (21-23) DNA strand.
The contribution of the second type of mechanism to the overall frequency of recombination has been challenged by a mounting number of studies where both (À) and (+) strand recombination events could be separately screened, showing that template switching during (À) strand DNA synthesis is responsible for the majority of retroviral recombination events (17) (18) (19) (20) . Recombination occurring during (À) DNA strand synthesis is thought to follow a process known as copy choice (24) , according to which the nascent DNA strand is transferred, from one to the other copy of genomic RNA present in the retroviral particle (defined as the donor and the acceptor RNAs, respectively). The degradation of the donor RNA by the reverse transcriptase (RT) encoded RNase H activity (25, 26) is required to free the (À) strand DNA for strand invasion and transfer onto the acceptor RNA.
Structural features in the RNA (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) and stalling of DNA synthesis during reverse transcription (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) have both been shown to constitute 'triggers' for copy choice by following various proposed mechanisms [reviewed in Refs (16, 37) ]. These conclusions have been inferred, mostly in cell-free studies, by the correlation between the existence of preferential sites for strand transfer and the presence of RNA hairpins or positions of stalling of DNA synthesis in the vicinity. The physiological relevance of these observations remains to be assessed, particularly since the existence of preferential sites for copy choice per se remains to be proven when considering reverse transcription in infected cells. Indeed, recent studies on the reverse transcription products (RTPs) generated after a single infection cycle of cells in culture addressed the issue of whether recombination occurs randomly across the genome or if 'hot spots' for recombination exist at specific sites (20, (38) (39) (40) . Discordant conclusions have been reached using different pairs of subtype B HIV-1 isolates, with the identification of putative hot spots in one case (38) but not in another (40) .
Previously we have shown that after a single infection cycle of cells in culture we can identify, in a short region of the env gene, the occurrence of preferential strand transfer between almost identical sequences derived from the LAI isolate from subtype B (39) . In this case, the high level of switching was correlated to the presence of a stable RNA hairpin. Interestingly, the env C2 region was also identified as an intersubtype recombination hotspot using a dual infection/multiple cycle system (41) . These studies, performed independently by the authors of the present study, were not directly comparable due to the use of different HIV-1 strains in the single and multiple cycle systems.
Most mechanistic studies on retroviral recombination have employed almost identical templates. However, recombinants involving genetically distant forms have been frequently identified and might also be those forms with a major impact on HIV evolution. In this case, the position where template switching occurs is the result of a complex overlay of factors, as the degree of sequence identity, RNA structures, and sequence features such as homopolymeric stretches (HPS). Here, we analyse the generation of A-D intersubtype recombinants along a segment spanning the regions from C1 to C4 of the gp120 coding sequence, and define the contribution of sequence motifs, identifiable by sequence comparison, that lead to template switching between genetically divergent natural isolates.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells. 293T and U87.CD4.CXCR4 cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% foetal calf serum (FCS), penicillin and streptomycin (from Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and maintained at 37 C with 10% CO 2 . Selection for CD4 and CXCR4 expression in U87 cells was maintained with 300 mg/ml hygromycin/G418 and 1 mg/ml puromycin, respectively. MT4 cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% FCS and antibiotics at 37 C with 5% CO 2 .
Viruses. Five syncytium-inducing (SI) HIV-1 strains were isolated from HIV-infected Ugandans as previously described (42) . Two primary HIV-1 isolates were subtype A (115A and 120A), while the other three belonged to subtype D (89D, 122D and 126D), as deduced by phylogenetic analyses on the env sequences. Due to previous confusion in strain nomenclature, we have modified these virus names from those previously published (A14 is now 115A, A15 ¼ 120A, D13 ¼ 122D, D14 ¼ 126D and D15 ¼ 89D). All viral stocks were propagated and expanded in PHA-stimulated, IL-2 treated U87 cells as described (43) . Tissue culture dose for 50% infectivity (TCID50) was determined for each isolate using the Reed and Muench method (44) , and titers were expressed as infectious units per millilitre (IU/ml). All the env genes of these HIV-1 isolates have been previously sequenced (42) .
Single cycle tissue culture assay. Single cycle recombination assays were completed using an assay system previously developed by our laboratory ( Figure 1A-C) (39) . HIV-1 envelope gene fragments from subtypes A and D (nt 6420-7520 of HXB2 isolate as reference) viral DNA were amplified by PCR from infected PBMC obtained from patients and cloned in pLac + and pLac À plasmids, which differ for the genetic marker present downstream (in the sense of reverse transcription) the sequence where recombination is studied. pLac + and pLac À plasmids carry, as genetic markers, either a functional LacZ 0 gene or a sequence complementary to a portion of the mRNA coding for Escherichia coli malT gene, respectively. All constructions were verified by sequencing. The transcomplementation plasmids, pCMVDR8.2 (45) encoding HIV-1 gag, pol, and accessory proteins, and pHCMV-G (46) encoding the VSV envelope protein were co-transfected into 293T cells with the lac + and lac À genomic plasmids to produce defective retrovirus particles as described (39) . Cells were previously plated at a density of 3.5 · 10 6 per 100 mm-diameter dish and transfected 16-20 h later. The medium was replaced 8 h after transfection, and the vector supernatants were recovered 36 h later. Noninternalised DNA was removed by treatment of the vector supernatants with DNaseI (1 mg/ml in the presence of 1 mM MgCl 2 ) for 30 min at 37 C. Viral titer was determined using the HIV-1 p24 enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kit (PerkinElmer Life Sciences, Wellesley, MA, USA), and, when necessary, vector supernatants were concentrated by using Centricon Ò YM-50 centrifugal filter devices (AmiconMillipore, Bedford, MA, USA) before transduction. MT4 cells were transduced with 200 ng of p24 antigen per 10 6 cells (an approximate multiplicity of infection of 20) in 35 mm dishes in a 500 ml volume. Two hours post-transduction, the cells were diluted up to a 4 ml volume with supplemented RPMI medium and maintained at 37 C in a 5% CO 2 incubator for 40 h. The RTP were purified from the cytoplasmic fraction of transduced cells using the method described by Hirt (47) , since most of the RTP will remain in a nonintegrated form, particularly since our genomic vectors lack the FLAP sequence, shown to enhance nuclear import of RTP (48) . Cells were lysed by incubation for 10 min at room temperature in a buffer containing 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA and 0.6% SDS. High molecular weight DNA was removed by precipitation at a high salt concentration (NaCl 1 M) during 12-18 h on ice. The lysates were cleared by ultracentrifugation at 30 000 r.p.m. for 1 h and the supernatants treated with 100 mg/ml RNaseA for 1 h at 37 C and 100 mg/ml Proteinase K for 3 h at 50 C. After phenol/chloroform extraction, DNA was ethanol-precipitated and purified using the NucleoSpin Ò Extract clean-up kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany). The purified double stranded DNA was digested with DpnI for 2 h at 37 C (in order to eliminate possible contaminating DNA of bacterial origin) prior to PCR amplification (20 cycles) with primers BH and PH ( Figure 1C ). The amplified product was purified after electrophoresis on agarose gel, digested with PstI and BamHI, ligated into an appropriate plasmid vector and transformed in E.coli. Plating on IPTG/X-Gal containing dishes allowed blue/white screening of recombinant and parental colonies, respectively (39) . Recombination breakpoints were identified by full-length sequencing of the C1-C4 env region of the recombinant clones.
Estimation of the recombination rates in the single cycle system. The transfection of equal numbers of pLac + and pLac À plasmids leads to the production of similar quantities of each of the genomic RNAs as previously reported (39) , since the same promoter (the viral U3 sequence) is present in both genomic plasmids. Given that the RNAs also share the same sequences for dimerization and encapsidation, these processes are expected to yield 50% of heterozygous, and 50% of homozygous particles, with an equal proportion (25%) of lac +/+ and lac À/À vectors, following a HardyWeinberg distribution, as usually assumed (15) . After transduction of MT4 cells, the RTP are amplified by PCR and cloned after digestion with BamHI and PstI in E.coli. This procedure will allow cloning BamHI + /lac À and BamHI + / lac + RTP, which can be generated by reverse transcription in homozygous lac À/À and in heterozygous particles (39) . As a result, assuming that only one molecule of double stranded DNA is generated from each viral particle, one third of the total number of colonies will correspond to RTP issued from lac À/À vectors. The total number of colonies is therefore multiplied by 2/3 in order to consider only the RTP issued from heterozygous particles. The possibility of cloning products of cellular origin was also ruled out as described in (39) . The number of white colonies (N) is corrected by a factor given by n/48, where n is the number of colonies that resulted from cloning of RTP after analysis of 48 white colonies. The global frequency of recombination (F) is therefore given by F¼b/{2/3[N(n/48) + b]}, where b is the number of blue colonies. The recombination rate per nucleotide (f) within a given interval (i) is given by f ¼ F(x i /X)/z i , where F is as above, x i is the number of colonies where recombination was identified to have occurred within the interval considered, X is the total number of colonies on which mapping was performed, and z i is the size in nucleotide of the interval.
HIV-1 dual infection assay. Different pairs of HIV-1 isolates were used to simultaneously infect U87 cells as described previously (43) . We performed four separate dual infections of U87.CD4.CXCR4 with two HIV-1 isolates at different multiplicities of infection as indicated in ( Figure 1D and E). One million U87.CD4.CXCR4 cells were incubated with these virus mixtures for 2 h at 37 C, 5% CO 2 , washed and then resuspended in complete medium (1 · 10 6 cells/ml). Virus production during dual infection was monitored in the cell culture supernatants at days 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15 postinfection by the use of an endogenous RT assay (49) . Cells were harvested at day 15, resuspended in DMSO/foetal bovine serum, and stored at À80 C for subsequent analysis.
PCR strategy to select HIV-1 recombinants. For all dual infection experiments, proviral DNA was extracted from lysed U87.CD4.CXCR4 cells using the QIAamp DNA Blood Kit (Qiagen). A $3 kb fragment of the HIV-1 env gene, encoding the gp120, was PCR amplified using the set of universal primers envB (AGAAAGAGCAGAAGACAGT-GGCAATGA) and EnvN (CTGCCAATCAGGGAAGTAG-CCTTGTGT). Isolate-specific primers internal to the previous env products were then used for a nested PCR amplification of subtype A/D recombinants using PCR primer ESA120 (AAGCATATGATGCAGAAGTAC) as sense primer specific for virus 120A, and EDS2 (TGTCAATTT-CTCTTTCCCAC) as antisense primer specific for virus 126D. Both external and nested PCR were carried out in a 100 ml reaction mixture with defined cycling conditions (43) . PCR-amplified products were separated on agarose gels and then purified using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen). Control PCR amplifications were performed with subtype-specific DNA templates as previously described (41), to rule out the possibility of Taq-generated recombinants (50) .
Nucleotide sequencing, phylogenetic, and recombination analysis. HIV-1 isolates were sequenced using primers previously described (43) . The env sequences of the HIV-1 isolates used in this study and set of reference strains were aligned using the CLUSTAL X v.1.63b program (51) . After sequencing of the recombinant clones, breakpoints were identified by visual inspection. Note, accuracy of breakpoint location is related to the length of the region between mismatches.
Simulation of recombinants. To generate a simulated recombinant sequence either the first or second parental sequence was randomly chosen to be used to make up the initial part of the artificial recombinant sequence. A random number between one and the length of aligned parental sequences was chosen to place the breakpoint. Breakpoint locations are then taken from the mismatches either side of this position. Breakpoints were not permitted to occur directly on mismatches.
Identification of breakpoints in sequences from the database. An alignment of envelope sequences was obtained from the Los Alamos HIV Sequence Database (http:// hiv-web.lanl.gov/). For each intersubtype recombinant sequence identified in this alignment, a reduced alignment was generated including the recombinant itself, consensus sequences corresponding to the subtypes identified by the sequence database as being involved in the recombination event and a suitable outgroup (the consensus sequence from a different subtype). For each reduced alignment, modified versions of informative sites analysis and diversity plotting (52, 53) were used to detect intersubtype recombination breakpoints. Breakpoints were tested by performing 1000 neighbor-joining bootstrap replicates, implemented with PAUP 4.0b10 (Swofford, 2002), on alignments from either side of putative breakpoints. Breakpoints were confirmed if the bootstrap replicates on both sides of the breakpoint were 75% or higher. In ambiguous cases, or where multiple breakpoints are in close proximity, the program SimPlot (54) was used to determine whether or not a breakpoint was false.
RESULTS

Recombination in HIV-1 after a single cycle of infection
Recombination within or between HIV-1 subtypes A and D was first examined using an experimental system in which HIV-1 copy choice recombination is detected after a single infection cycle of human cells in culture. Two isolates from subtype A (isolates 115 and 120) and three from subtype D (isolates 89, 122 and 126) were employed. Sequence similarity ranged from 67.6% to 73.4% between subtype A and D isolates, and 79.4% to 81.5% within the subtypes. Each virus isolate is designated by a number followed by the letter 'A' for subtype A or 'D' for subtype D. For each isolate the env gene was cloned into two types of HIV-1 genomic plasmids, previously described (39) (lac À donor and lac + acceptor) which were then used to produce heterozygous lac +/À and homozygous lac À/À and lac +/+ VSV envpseudotyped HIV-1 particles by transfection ( Figure 1A ). These defective virions were then used to transduce MT4 cells, and RTP were cloned as indicated in Figure 1A . The ratio of lac + to total colonies provides an estimate of the recombination frequency in heterozygous particles ( Figure 1A ; see Materials and Methods). Intra and intersubtype recombination frequencies ranged from 4 to 10% in this study.
For each experiment, a control sample was run in which homozygous lac +/+ and lac À/À vector viruses were produced separately, as previously described (39) , and used to co-transduce MT4 cells, providing an estimate of the background of artifactual recombinant molecules generated during the experimental procedure. This frequency was at least 20 times lower than the recombination frequency obtained from heterozygous virions (data not shown), in accord with previous observations (39) . It should be stressed that the sequence indicated as lac À refers to a sequence unrelated to the lacZ sequence (a portion of the MalT gene, see Materials and Methods), making impossible the occurrence of reversion of a lac À clone into a lac + by mutation or recombination within the marker sequence.
Mapping recombination sites across the C1-C4 regions of gp120
In this study, the single cycle assay was used to detect recombination breakpoints over $1100 nt encompassing conserved and variable regions of the envelope gene (C1-C4 env regions). A template switch during reverse transcription of the region of homology ( Figure 1B ) from a lac À to a lac + genomic RNA can be easily identified, after PCR amplification of RTP and cloning in bacteria, by following the blue phenotype of the colonies ( Figure 1A ; see Materials and Methods). Plasmids are then purified from the blue colonies and sequenced to identify recombination breakpoints. The identity of donor and acceptor isolates, for each experiment, is indicated by the name of the donor followed by the name of the acceptor and separated by a slash. For example, 115A/89D pair indicates that recombination resulted from template switching from the donor RNA template of subtype A, virus 115, onto the acceptor RNA template of the subtype D, virus 89. In each recombinant clone, the two closest residues specific to the donor and to the acceptor RNAs define the breakpoint where template switching had occurred. Figure 2A and B, illustrates the distribution of the breakpoints generated in the single cycle assay using four intersubtype and two intrasubtype HIV-1 pairs of donor and acceptor ( Figure 2A and B, respectively). In one case (89D and 120A) both donor/acceptor possibilities were tested for a given pair of isolates (89D/120A and 120A/89D, Figure 2A ). Breakpoints were mapped for 19-22 clones of the intrasubtype (115A/120A, 126D/122D) and intersubtype pairs (115A/126D, 89D/120A, 115A/89D). A more exhaustive mapping of breakpoints was performed with the 126D/ 120A pair by analysing 40 clones. No mutations were introduced in the region of transfer in any of the 162 recombinants analysed, and no multiple recombinant breakpoints were detected. In our assay, only an odd number of template switching events could be detected on the basis of the recombinant phenotype of the bacterial colonies (BamHI + /lac + ; Figure 1 ). The average recombination frequency found in these studies was 0.094. If multiple recombination events had a probability of occurrence independent from each other, the expected frequency of occurrence of triple recombinants would be given by 0.094
À4 . This value corresponds to 0.87% of the recombinant population [(8.2 · 10 À4 )/(9.4 · 10 À2 )], making, in theory, the analysis of 115 recombinant clones (given by 1/0.0087) required to identify a triple recombinant in the population. Since here 162 clones were analysed, and no triple recombinants found, it can be concluded that the occurrence of a strand transfer event does not increase the probability of additional strand transfers, as would be expected if negative interference was occurring (40, (55) (56) (57) .
A non-homogeneous distribution of recombination breakpoints was observed for all pairs ( Figure 2A , see P-values for Chi-square tests), with more recombination breakpoints mapping to C1, C2 and C3 regions. Frequent recombination was found in C1 and C2 with pairs 126D/120A, 115A/ 126D, and in both combinations with isolates 89D and 120A (in total, 81/101 breakpoints in C1 and C2, equal to 80.2%), while with 115A/89D pairs, most breakpoints clustered in C1 and C3 (14 out of 20, corresponding to 70.0%). In the two cases of intrasubtype recombination ( Figure 2B ), C2 and C3, but not C1, appeared to be preferential regions for copy choice recombination. In one case in particular (126D/122D, Figure 2B ), C2 appeared to be strongly preferred as a region for recombination with 13 breakpoints out of 21 mapping in this region (61.9%).
Local analysis of recombination sites
A crucial issue in retroviral recombination studies is the identification of local regions where cross-overs occur at rates significantly higher than in others. The breakpoints mapped in (Figure 2A ) suggest the existence of several regions of preferential recombination. Figure 3 shows the nucleotide alignment of the parental strains for the 126D/ 120A pair for the 5 0 region (containing 33 of the 40 recombinant clones characterised for this pair of isolates). Filled triangles below the alignment give the location of the breakpoint with the white numbers indicating how many times that breakpoint was found. Apart from breakpoint O, all the individual breakpoints could be grouped in five areas spanning several contiguous (or almost-contiguous) breakpoints (A and B, C-F, G-J, K and L, and M and N in Figure 3 ). The clustering of breakpoints observed in these areas is significantly non-random, even when considering only the C1 and C2 regions (Chi-square test, P < 0.001), defining five areas prone to recombination. For instance, window K and L spans only 11 nt and harbours 4 breakpoints (recombination rate per nucleotide, 9.1 · 10 À4 ) whereas no recombinants were found in the 59 and 44 nt regions that surround K and L (recombination rates per nucleotide, <4.0 · 10
À5
and <5.5 · 10 À5 , respectively). The possibility that the breakpoints identified more frequently reflected a bias in the PCR amplification and cloning procedure, rather than the relative abundance of these recombinants among the RTP, was investigated. Four plasmids were used, each containing the sequence of one different recombinant clone from the 126D/120A pair. Each recombinant was chosen as to represent a different breakpoint, defined in Figure 3 by letters D, H, J and L. These plasmids, we refer to as recD, recH, recJ and recL, were mixed in the following proportions, respectively: 5, 22.5, 50 and 22.5%. The mixture was amplified by PCR under the same conditions as for the RTP isolated from transduced cells, and the amplified material cloned as described above. If amplification and cloning did not bias the relative amounts of each recombinant DNA, the same proportions present before amplification are expected to be found in the cloned DNA. As shown in Table 1 , the proportions observed by sequencing 48 clones were consistent with those of the starting DNAs, supporting the interpretation that the number of times each type of recombinant was cloned in our recombination assays reflects its relative abundance among the RTPs.
Mapping breakpoints in replication-competent intersubtype HIV-1 env recombinants from dual infections
We then wanted to detect and characterise intersubtype recombination breakpoints in the HIV-1 env gene following multiple rounds of HIV-1 replication and to compare these breakpoints to those generated with the single cycle cellbased assay. Selection of env recombinants in the singlecycle assay is not dependent on HIV-1 gp120 function or the replication efficiency of the resulting intra-or intersubtype HIV-1 recombinants. We have previously described a method for infecting peripheral blood mononuclear cells with two or more primary HIV-1 isolates of different subtypes (43) . Using a heteroduplex tracking assay (HTA), we were able to measure dual virus production, derive relative fitness values of each isolate, and to detect HIV-1 recombination in env (43) after heterodiploid virus generation.
For this study we have performed dual infections of U87.CD4.CXCR4 cells with isolates 120A and 126D at different multiplicity of infection ( Figure 1D ). Dual infection and subsequent recombination was monitored 15 days postinfection using quantitative PCR and HTA. Intersubtype env recombinants from dual infections were amplified with subtype-specific primers and cloned into the pCR Ò 2.1-Topo vector (e.g. pCR-A/D env). The primers used for amplification were chosen in such a way as to follow the occurrence of recombination where 126D constituted the donor isolate and 120A the acceptor (analogous to the single cycle assay). To rule out the possibility of Taq-generated recombinants, proviral DNA from single infections were mixed and used as template for PCR amplification. The fraction of recombinants to total PCR products resulted to be <0.1%/Knt in env, 20-fold less than the intersubtype recombination frequencies 0 end of the env region studied are shown. Top row, isolate 120A, bottom, 126D (proviral sense DNA sequences are given). Blue and red residues belong to constant and variable regions, respectively, as deduced by amino acid sequence comparison with the HXB2 reference sequence (68) . The border between constant and variable regions is indicated. The residues in a yellow background highlight base differences between the two parental isolates. Hyphenations indicate deleted residues. White numbers in black triangles indicate the number of individual breakpoints mapped, in the interval above, in the single cycle system; while black numbers in grey triangles correspond to breakpoints identified after multiple replicative cycles. The breakpoint is defined by the sequence bordered by the two closest base substitutions in the two parental isolates. Black letters refer to recombination breakpoints identified using the single cycle system, as referred in the text. The number of clones (n) expected to be found among 48 clones analysed (third column), was calculated as 48 y, where y is the fraction of total input DNA for each specific recombinant designated in the second column. Error bars were calculated as n 1/2 . observed in the dual infections and 100-fold less than single cycle recombination frequencies (H. A. Baird, M. Negroni and E. J. Arts, unpublished data). Thus, these artificial recombinants did not substantially contribute to recombination breakpoints in our subsequent analyses. Thirty recombinant clones were sequenced, from the condition of double infection with an equal amount of each parental virus, and breakpoints identified as described in Materials and Methods. Most sites for recombination could be found in the C1 and C2 regions (17 of 30 clones, Figure 2C ), although this preference was less pronounced than in the single cycle system, mostly due to the appearance of breakpoints in V2 (9 of 30), with 4 of these 9 cross-overs mapping to the V2-C2 border. Besides these additional breakpoints in the V2 region, there was striking similarity in the 126D/120A recombination hotspots identified in the single cycle and multiple cycle assays. The breakpoints displayed the same non-random distribution across the C1-C4 region with the most intense recombination mapping in C1 and C2. For example, four breakpoints out of 30 were identified in the D window in (Figure 3 ), compared to the 6/40 in this window derived from the single cycle. Minor differences in the precise localisation of the breakpoints were observed occasionally, as in the K and L region or around breakpoint M (Figure 3 ). These differences could reflect statistical fluctuations due to limited sampling, or could be indicative of a selection for replication competent forms slightly different from those generated in the absence of selection.
Concurrent to the study on the position of the sites of recombination breakpoints, we investigated the frequency of occurrence of recombination in this portion of the env gene (H. A. Baird, M. Negroni and E. J. Arts, unpublished data). Recombinants could not be detected prior to 5 days or when the MOI was reduced to 0.001 or less, observations that can be accounted for by the need for the occurrence of dual infection in order to produce heterozygous virus, a process that requires 2-3 days and a sufficiently high viral titer. At an MOI of 0.01, the production of recombinants (120A/ 126D and 126D/120A) was only 2%/Knt of the parental viruses 120A and 126D viruses. This low frequency of recombination ($5-fold less than in the single cycle system) could reflect a low frequency of co-infected cells, a reduced fitness of most recombinants, or both.
Recombination and overall sequence similarity
A tendency for clustering of breakpoints in the constant regions underscores the role of the degree of sequence identity between parental isolates in the recombination process, confirming previous observations (58, 59) . To evaluate whether this parameter alone is sufficient to account for this distribution of breakpoints, we plotted the recombination rate per nt for constant and variable regions for each isolate pair, as a function of the degree of sequence identity between the respective parental strains in each of these regions (Figure 4) . The distribution obtained clearly indicates that, as the degree of sequence identity increases, so does the probability of observing high recombination rates. However, no significant correlation exists (Pearson's product moment correlation r 2 ¼ 0.208), as would be expected if the degree of identity were the unique determinant of recombination rate. Rather, in several cases, despite high sequence conservation between donor and acceptor RNAs, the recombination rate was low (bottom right corner of Figure 4) . Although a certain degree of sequence identity is a prerequisite for a region to harbour efficient recombination, average sequence identity seem not sufficient to determine whether a region will be a site of intense recombination or not.
Analysis of the region of recombination by comparison with simulated recombinant data
Starting from the analysis of the sequence of the recombinants generated from these natural isolates we considered sequence features that have been suggested to affect copy choice in retroviruses and RNA viruses starting from such sequence analyses: presence of HPS, level of sequence identity, and base composition (41, (59) (60) (61) (62) (63) .
To assess the importance of these parameters, we compared the breakpoints generated experimentally with breakpoints generated randomly, on the same sequences, using a computer program, as described in Materials and Methods. The rationale is that no biological property of the nucleic acid sequences (such as primary or secondary structure, or ability to induce pausing of reverse transcription) will affect the distribution of the simulated breakpoints and, if a given parameter plays a role in the generation of the experimental breakpoints, the two datasets will differ when compared on the basis of that parameter.
The program defines the position of breakpoints by choosing random numbers that are reported on the alignment of two parental isolates (see Materials and Methods). This analysis is performed by generating, for each pair of parental strains, the same number of recombinant samples as for the experimental dataset (i.e. 40 samples for 126D/120A, 20 for 115A/126D, and so on, see Figure 2 ), and repeated-1000 times simulations for each pair. Breakpoint positions were Figure 4 . Effect of the sequence identity of C and V regions on recombination. For each pair of isolates studied, a degree of sequence identity was calculated for each individual constant and variable region. The recombination rate per nucleotide in each of these regions was then computed and plotted as function of sequence identity. Circles and triangles represent data from intra-and inter-subtype recombinants, respectively. Constant and variable regions are given by filled and empty symbols, respectively. Only regions presenting >0.5 of similarity are shown, no recombinants having been found in regions with lower similarity.
rejected if the same residue was not present in the aligned donor and acceptor RNAs. In the experimental dataset it is impossible to define exactly on which nucleotide of a breakpoint strand transfer occurred, while in the computer simulations this information is available. To compare the results obtained in the two cases, also in the computer simulations the whole breakpoint that included the selected nucleotide was considered as potential region of transfer
Sequence features of the breakpoints
A parameter that has been suggested to be important is the presence of HPS, due to their role in inducing stalling of DNA synthesis. We therefore computed how frequently the breakpoints identified included a HPS, considering for this analysis all sequences of at least three identical residues. For each breakpoint, in the experimental dataset as well as for the simulated breakpoint, the number of HPS were counted. HPS were considered as such when at least three identical and consecutive nucleotides were found. If more than one HPS was present in the breakpoint, each HPS was computed for calculation. The values in the experimental dataset were significantly higher than those for the simulated data. For HPS of at least 3 nt, 114 were found within the experimental breakpoints data set, a value significantly higher (P < 0.05) than those found in 1000 simulations, in which 114 HPS (of 3 nt or more) were identified in only 14 cases. The discrepancy between the two datasets was even more marked when only HPS spanning at least four residues were considered. In this case 51 HPS were found in the experimental dataset, while in all 1000 simulations values <51 were always observed (P < 0.001).
Concerning the base composition, the presence of regions rich in A and/or U content has been suggested to favour template switching in several RNA viruses, by facilitating the melting of the nascent DNA from the donor RNA. When we analysed this parameter, the composition of experimental and simulated breakpoints in 1000 independent randomisations resulted similar, with A/U contents of 62.3% (±8.4%) and 63.4%, respectively, suggesting that this parameter does not influence the probability of occurrence of recombination. No significant differences were observed between experimental and the simulated breakpoints even when considering other nucleotide compositions than the A/U content (data not shown).
Length of the breakpoints
The degree of sequence similarity is expected to be particularly crucial near the 3 0 end of the nascent DNA, since this region guides the correct positioning of the acceptor RNA in proximity of the elongating HIV-1 DNA during the transfer process. We analysed how the context of sequence similarity in the proximity of the 3 0 -OH of the nascent DNA influences template switching. To address this issue, we first plotted the number of times breakpoints were identified as a function of their length in nucleotides ( Figure 5) . As a control, 1000 independent randomisations were run. Significant negative correlations (Pearson's product moment correlation) between the length and frequency of the selected breakpoint was found in all simulations (the average was À0.6551 ± 0.0009). The typical result of one randomisation is shown in Figure 5 . This trend is due to the greater number of shorter potential breakpoint regions than longer regions. In the experimental set of data, instead, a scattered distribution was observed (P-value À0.2111), mostly due to a lower incidence of breakpoints spanning 5 or less nt, and a preference for the use of breakpoints in the 15-25 nt range. Thus, the experimental never falls into the range of the simulated data (P < 0.001). This indicates a strong tendency for recombination breakpoints not to be located in regions close to mismatches.
Features of the breakpoint and the preceding region
The analysis above is informative only of features of the breakpoint itself. The region preceding the breakpoint, in the sense of reverse transcription, should also influence the likelihood of template switching by stabilising the annealing of the nascent DNA onto the acceptor RNA. Two breakpoints of the same size, for instance, are not expected to harbour recombination at similar frequencies if the region on their 3 0 presents different degrees of identity between the parental sequences ( Figure 6A ). On the other hand, the size of the breakpoint should also be taken into account, since two breakpoints presenting the same degree of identity at their 3 0 end, but differing in size ( Figure 6B ) should differ in recombination frequency, being higher for the longer breakpoint region. Both, the size of the breakpoint and the degree of identity at its 3 0 end must therefore be taken into account. We thereby considered for this analysis a window that starts from the 5 0 end of the breakpoint. To do so, we considered a 30 nt window, this size being >90% of the potential breakpoint regions in our data ( Figure 5 ). Simulated breakpoints were also used as control for this analysis. Since the degree of sequence divergence does not affect the distribution of the simulated data, while it is expected to do so for the experimental data, differences between the two sets of data should allow the inference of how identity influences the generation of the experimentally observed breakpoints. To perform this analysis, the numbers of observed and random breakpoints were plotted as a function of the number of discordant nt between the parental sequences in the 30 nt window ( Figure 7A) . A higher frequency was observed in the experimental data for zero or one discordant residue since, in a total of 162 recombinants, respectively, 14 and 48 recombinants were found in the experimental dataset, in contrast to the 2.6 and 8.6 recombinants found, on average, in simulated data. A sharp decrease was instead observed for the presence of the second discordant residue, with the values for the two sets of data that became comparable. For the presence of more discordant residues, the two curves followed a similar trend.
Recombination appeared therefore to be skewed toward the preference for breakpoints with only an extremely narrow window of discordant nucleotides (0 or 1) at their 3 0 end. Recombinants occurring preferentially in these regions corresponded to 31.5% of the total as calculated by the formula (14 + 48 À 2.6 À 8.6)/162, where 14 and 48 correspond to the number of recombinants in the categories presenting no or one discordant residue, respectively, in the experimental dataset; 2.6 and 8.6 indicates those that fell in these categories in the simulated dataset, and 162 is the total number of recombinants analysed.
The window was then shifted stepwise in the 3 0 direction. By doing so, we expected the differences between observed and random data to disappear when the shift was such so as to make us consider a distance from the breakpoint at which sequence identity is no longer influential. As shown in Figure 7 , a peak was still observed in the experimental data, for a 5 nt shift ( Figure 7B ) and, even if still present, it decreased for a 10 nt shift ( Figure 7C ). In addition, in the latter case, the peak was shifted slightly on the right of the graph indicating than for the region from 11 to 40 nt away from the 5 0 end of the breakpoint the presence of up to two discordant residues does not have such dramatic effects as it was the case for the 1-30 nt window ( Figure 7A ). Also in these cases, the curves for the experimental data followed a trend similar to that of the simulated data ( Figure 7B and C) . For further shifts, the peak of the experimental data faded progressively ( Figure 7D ) and, eventually, disappeared ( Figure 7E and F) .
DISCUSSION
We have characterised recombinants between HIV-1 isolates belonging to subtypes A and D, such recombinants being frequently encountered in natural infections, particularly in East Africa. Recombination in the C1-C4 region of the gp120 gene was studied, using two tissue culture systems, one where infection is limited to a single cycle and the other where multiple cycles follow an initial dual infection.
The frequency of recombination in the single cycle assay varied from 4 to 10%, for a sequence spanning $1100 nt. The extrapolation of these frequencies to the whole genome suggests the occurrence of approximately one template switching per infection cycle, in a heterozygous virion, a rate of recombination lower than those reported on the whole genome between highly related subtype B strains (20, 39, 40) . This could be due to the use of more divergent isolates in the present study, and to features of the portion of genome studied that, containing stretches of highly divergent sequences, decreases the probability of recombination. In fact, breakpoints clustered in regions coding for the conserved domains of the gp120 gene ( Figure 2 ). After multiple cycles of infection with the 126D/120A pair, the C1 and C2 recombination hotspots found after a single cycle of infection with these strains were still present, but the emergence of V2 recombinants represents a significant enrichment with respect to those generated by the copychoice mechanism in a single round. Replication competent recombinants with breakpoints in V2 may be selected due to the plasticity of V1/V2 loops in the encoded gp120 and the ability of Env to accommodate significant genetic change and still retain host cell entry functions. Regions C1 and C2 code for portions of the protein that undergo important conformational changes upon binding to the CD4 receptor (64) and may therefore be more structurally constrained than the hypervariable domains. It could be possible that the subtle shifts in the positions of the breakpoints in these regions observed from the single to the multiple cycle system (Figure 3 ) reflect a 'fine-tuning' for the generation of replication competent, recombinant gp120 molecules. An analysis of recombinant isolates in the database indicates that the proportion of breakpoints found after a single infection cycle approximates that of the circulating recombinants, apart for V1/V2 and C2 regions, for which a different proportion of breakpoints was found in the database (Figure 8 ). This observation is potentially indicative of selection having an influence on the outcome of recombination in these two regions.
Although intensive efforts have been made to understand the triggers for recombination using closely related sequences, no systematic search for distinctive sequence features that govern HIV recombination has been led to date using natural isolates. This is an important issue, though, since recombinants involving distantly related strains not only are frequently isolated in patients but also very probably have a major impact on HIV evolution. By comparing experimental to simulated breakpoints we analysed three main parameters that, based on sequence analysis, permitted insights into the probability that a genomic region will undergo recombination during reverse transcription. A major difficulty in such an analysis is constituted by the intrinsic impossibility in determining the exact position of transfer within each breakpoint. Here we try to overcome this problem by considering two parameters in parallel. First we analyse the breakpoint itself, and then we consider a portion that, apart from the breakpoint, also includes part of the region preceding it, in the sense of reverse transcription.
The comparison between experimental and simulated data permits insights into the influence of sequence divergence on recombination, paradoxically underlining and minimising its importance. We observed that breakpoints presenting zero or one discordant residue, between donor and acceptor RNA in a region spanning 30 nt from the 5 0 of the breakpoint, are significantly more abundant in the experimental dataset than in the simulated data. An abrupt decrease in the frequency of recombinants is then observed for the presence of more than one discordant residue, with the probability of recombination dropping to that expected by a random distribution, as that of the simulated dataset. By using a sliding window approach, we could define that discrimination for highly similar sequences exists for regions up to 40 nt upstream (in the sense of reverse transcription) the 5 0 border of the breakpoint ( Figure 7C) , with up to two discordant residues tolerated in the 40 nt region. Altogether, these observations underscore the importance of sequence identity, and define strict requirements for the preferential occurrence of copy choice in regions of the genome of natural isolates.
How can these results be accounted at the mechanistic level? It can be conceived that, when a large region of high similarity is available, the nascent DNA initially anneals to the acceptor RNA from the 5 0 side of the DNA to progressively propagate then towards the 3 0 of the nascent DNA through a mechanism sensitive to the presence of even only a few discordant residues. Sequence identity would only be a prerequisite for this mechanism, which would be modulated, in each specific case, by other parameters. The structure of the genomic RNA could be such a parameter, as previously suggested. Indeed, by using identical donor and acceptor RNAs, with the exception of a few base substitutions introduced for mapping purposes, we identified a recombination hot spot in infected cells in a 18 nt long region of the C2 portion of the gp120 gene of the LAI isolate. The presence of a RNA hairpin in that region was required for the existence of the hot spot, and template switching was proposed to occur following a branch migration mechanism involving a double stranded region on the acceptor RNA. Interestingly, the introduction of a single discordant nucleotide was sufficient to abolish the occurrence of preferential recombination in that region (65) , and discordant residues are known to inhibit dramatically branch migration (66) .
At the same time, a surprising observation, downplaying the importance of sequence identity, is that these sequence identity requirements are fulfilled for the generation of only a minority of the recombinant molecules, no deviation from the distribution of the simulated data being observed for $70% of the recombinants (as deduced in the section 'Features of the breakpoint and the preceding region'). Noteworthy, the only constraint applied to the selection of breakpoints in the computer simulation was to exclude transfer of the 3 0 end of the nascent DNA on a mismatched nucleotide between nascent DNA and acceptor RNA. It appears therefore that, if the extent of sequence similarity in the region preceding the breakpoint is not extremely high, template switching is closer to random, where the crucial parameter becomes the probability that the nascent DNA, guided by its overall complementarity with acceptor RNA, transfers its 3 0 end on a position where the utmost 3 0 residue is complementary to the corresponding one on the acceptor RNA. Reverse transcription would therefore follow a mode where the 3 0 part of the nascent DNA is frequently transferred on the acceptor RNA and, if a matching residue is encountered, synthesis continues on this molecule.
Another parameter generally assumed to be important for recombination is the presence of HPS in the region of interest. These sequence motifs have been shown to be associated to pausing of DNA synthesis, a parameter suggested to be important for promoting template switching, based on observations in reconstituted in vitro assays. We establish here, for the first time, a direct correlation between frequency of recombination and the presence of HPS within the breakpoint in a cell culture-based experimental system. The correlation is stronger when considering stretches spanning at least four residues. Whether the correlation between recombination and HPS implies that pausing is the mechanisms promoting template switching in these sequences remains to be determined. For instance, runs of G or C residues were found to be more effective in inducing stalling of synthesis in vitro, than A or U runs (67), while here only a mild bias for the Figure 8 . Comparison of genomic location of breakpoints in the experimental dataset and in recombinant forms available from the HIV sequence database. The percentages of recombinants in the various constant and variable regions found in the present work (data cumulated for all pairs) and in all recombinants in the database are plotted as dark and light grey bars, respectively. There were 116 intersubtype recombinants in the envelope region in the database, including 16 CRFs. Note, each CRF was counted only once. Of these there were 57 recombinants, with a total of 90 non-identical breakpoints in the region corresponding to the experimentally generated recombinants. As only a small portion of the C4 region ($20% of its total length) was included in the experimental data, comparison with the database recombinants was not carried out.
presence of polyC stretches in recombination regions was observed (data not shown). Along these lines, in a previous work in which we dissected a hot spot in a hairpin structure (65) , the hot region contained a HPS constituted by four U residues, and mutating this motif, did not significantly affect the pausing pattern in the region, while it decreased the frequency of recombination by more than 2-fold. It is therefore possible that other parameters than pausing, as the efficiency of annealing of complementary nucleic acids, contribute to preferential recombination in HPS-containing regions.
In conclusion, this study defines the general rules that determine the probability of copy choice to occur between divergent natural strains of HIV-1, opening the way to mechanistic studies on this aspect of the mating of genetically divergent strains.
